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other occupations.    Our power to do such things by routine
sets our minds free to deal with higher matters. >
The tendency to repeat would seem to be one of the most
fundamental characteristics of life. Our very bodies are
rhythmical in their action, as in the beating of the heart and
breathing; and our joy in rhythmical activities is as old as
life itself. It is, as Stanley Hall says, "as if the waves of th**
primeval sea whence we came still beat in them." * We
rejoice in dancing, and our pleasure in it is due to the same
fundamental cause whether the rhythm be crude and un-
refined or sublimated into forms of the highest art, as in the
Russian Ballet. Similarly, rhythm is at the root of all music,
from the beating of barbaric tom-toms, where music and
rhythm are one, to the gloriously exhilarating Scherzo in the .
Ninth Symphony* And any merit that the decadent jazz may -
possess is due to its often quite superb rhythm.
Since the tendency is so deeply rooted in us, it is not surpris-
ing to find it strikingly manifested in young children. One has
only to watch a young child at play to see endless repetition of
the same action. A jig-saw puzzle will be put together again
and again; a toy train will repeat the same journey until its
unwearied owner is taken to bed; and a little tune mastered
on the piano will be played until grown-up people are thor-
oughly tired of it. ' Everything in the child's life has to be done
in the manner to which he is accustomed, and friction is most
easily avoided if novelties are sparingly introduced. It is sheer
love of repetition that constitutes the attraction of those ancient
games accompanied by songs such as "Here we go gathering
nuts in May''; and of those meaningless jargons, no doubt very
ancient too, that are employed to count out the company in
order to solve the knotty problem of who is to hide and who is
to seek. And one secret of the popularity of certain stories with
children is the repetition they contain. } The classical instance
is, of course, the story of Goldilocks and the three bears, where
all the situations, actions, speeches, and articles of furniture are
repeated three times: and this famous narrative must not be
related in synoptic form if the approval of a child audience is
1 Adolescence, vol. i, p. ail.
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